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The topic of Hu-han has great vitality in the study of Chinese medieval history.
At the same time, the thought and culture transition after An-shi Rebellion, spanning
across Tang and Song dynasties is also the critical scope of studies on the thought and
cultural history in Tang-Sung dynasties. Hence, this thesis seeks to explore one aspect
of this transition through the view of Hu-han relationship. Dufu (712-770), born in the
first year of Tianyuan of Emperor Xuanzong and died in the fifth year of Dali of
Emperor Daizong, lived in the critical period of Tang dynasty, that witnessed the
change from consolidation to decline. Du is thus, among the first generation literatis
after the decline of the empire. What was his attitude toward this eclipse? This thesis
seeks to explain, through the analyse of the images of Hu (Barbarian) in Dufu's poems,
his thought on the Yi-xia relationship, and also his influence on literatis in the middle
and late Tang dynasty.
The awakening of national consciousness, heightening of defence between Yi-xia,
"respect of the emperor and expelling invaders", and hopes on the revival of Tang
dynasty, are all his main thought on the Yi-xia relationship, which is then reflected
through his poems that modeled the images of the chief and army of An-shi rebel
forces. Developing along this two directions, the literatis of Middle and Late Tang
dynasty proposed a new mission to rebuild the order of empire's ideology with the
evolution of history, which promotes the transition of Tang-Song ideology and culture.
The thesis insists that it is a long historical process and Dufu is the enlightener.
This thesis will demonstrate the influence of Dufu's thought on the Yi-xia
relationship to the literatis of the Middle and Late Tang dynasty, through the view of
books history. Therefore, the influence, according to the circulation of Dufu's
collection of poems, will be explored on the one hand, and the acceptance from the
audiences will be demonstrated on the other.
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